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Abstract. Mobile device’s networking capabilities offer opportunities for a new range of applications. We consider here a service that allows mobile users taking part in virtual meeting rooms to share information and documents. The sharing is promoted by a recommender system that assists users browsing documents, by making recommendations in the form of URLs pointing to other documents, that users in the virtual room have explicitly decided to share. A multi-user recommender system is a complex application requiring communication, memory and computing resources, and does not lend itself to a port to mobile devices with limited resources and intermittent connectivity. For this reason, we decided to offload the computationally intensive part of the application to the infrastructure, and to introduce the idea of an intermediary located in the network infrastructure, which interacts with applications on behalf of the mobile device, thereby hiding away the intermittent connectivity details. Our vision is that of a mobile intermediary, called Shadow, that will always be in close vicinity with the mobile device. We show that multiple Shadows may co-exist, and we propose a protocol capable of coordinating them. We present an abstraction layer, hiding away communication and coordination details, which offers a substrate for building the distributed recommender system across mobile devices and fixed infrastructure. Implementation details of our application are also presented.

1 Introduction

The context of this paper is the “ubiquitous computing environment” [12], where embedded devices and artifacts abound in buildings and homes, and have the ability to sense and interact with devices carried by people in their vicinity. Mobile devices’ networking capabilities offer opportunities for a new range of services, such as access to stock updates or latest news, or exchange of information with other mobile users discovered dynamically.

However, as devices communicate over wireless networks, they are prone to temporary disconnections and the low bandwidth communication channel they use may lead to high network latency. Moreover, although having the advantage of being small and easy to use, handheld devices such as PDAs suffer from low resource capability such as low memory capacity, limited processing power and small display area. Consequently, these limited capabilities would prevent the
large-scale deployment of advanced services to mobile users, as such services tend to be communication and computation intensive.

Instead of requiring complex applications to be installed on mobile devices and constant connectivity between mobile devices and fixed network to serve users' requests, we believe that applications can be offloaded to the fixed infrastructure, and act semi-autonomously on behalf of the user. In this context, if infrastructure applications can perform tasks without direct control and monitoring from the user, then the proposed approach does not rely on permanent connectivity with mobile devices, it can save mobile device's resources, and it can take advantage of the available resources on the wired network.

While offloading applications to the fixed infrastructure solves the problem of limited devices' resources, it does not address the issue of how communications can take place between the mobile device and the infrastructure application. To this end, we introduce an intermediary process in the fixed infrastructure, whose responsibility is to spawn applications in reaction to user's requests and to store and forward messages between mobile devices and applications.

Since a stationary intermediary may lead to long distance communications, we decided to adopt a more flexible approach, in which the intermediary is mobile. Our vision is to have a mobile intermediary, which is a mobile agent [5], acting as a Shadow of the mobile user, migrating to the user's vicinity when prevailing conditions permit it. The flexibility offered by the mobility can help reduce the bandwidth required for the application and improve its performance [3]. Besides, this has a number of other advantages: (i) Shadow and mobile device can communicate using specialised protocols, possibly dynamically chosen according to the current location or to a negotiation between parties; (ii) newly created applications would run in the user's vicinity, making use of the local infrastructure; (iii) even if the local network is not connected to the Internet, local services could be accessed; (iv) Shadows and applications can communicate reliably using transparent routing of messages to mobile agents [8,9].

When a user moves to a new location, their mobile device interacting with the infrastructure will request the user's Shadow to migrate to a new location. However, this may fail when the user's local network is not connected with the user's previous location. In order to support services in the current vicinity, we opted for a solution where new Shadows can be created dynamically. As result, a user may be associated with multiple Shadows that need to be coordinated and we shall describe in this paper a coordination protocol for such Shadows.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce an application for mobile users, which supports information sharing in virtual meeting rooms. The design and implementation of this application involves complex interactions between infrastructure and mobile device. Our specific contributions are:

1. An architecture supporting multiple mobile Shadows;
2. A coordination protocol between mobile devices and Shadows;
3. An abstraction layer, encapsulating migration and coordination, offering a substrate to program applications between mobile devices and infrastructure;
4. An application supporting information sharing between mobile users.
In the next section, we overview our application scenario. Then, in Section 3, we introduce the architecture followed by Section 4, where we present the algorithms to be implemented by all its components. In Section 5, we further comment on the application's implementation and finally, in the last section we present the summary and discuss related work.

2 Application Scenario

Today's Internet offers various forms of virtual meeting rooms allowing online users to meet and interact with each other; examples include Internet Relay Chat (IRC) supporting text channels and the Access Grid (www.accessgrid.org) supporting audio and video multicast conferencing.

When business meetings are conducted with such facilities, it is useful for users to access an out-of-line mechanism for sharing information or documents. Our approach is to rely on an agent-based recommender system [11] to recommend relevant documents to users as they browse information. The recommended documents will be selected from a pool of documents that users participating to the virtual room have actively decided to share; documents are recommended according to their similarity to other documents. Practically, a user navigates information, while recommendations are displayed in a browser sidebar; recommendations also include information regarding the user who decided to make the document available to the meeting room. The sidebar also allows users to export documents for possible recommendation in the meeting room.

In the context of this paper, our goal is to allow mobile users to take part into virtual meetings. As mobile users roam to other networks, they remain in the virtual meeting rooms that had subscribed to, and they are given the opportunity to discover and use different virtual meeting rooms running on different networks. Here, we do not address the problem of delivering content of the meeting room (such as IRC, audio or video channels), instead, we investigate the infrastructure to allow the sharing of information through the recommender system.

In short, our application's functions include: (i) to support information sharing between mobile users, (ii) to provide recommendations based on the shared information to mobile users, (iii) to allow a mobile user to remain a participant in a meeting room while the user roams to different networks.

We have already developed an agent-based recommender system [11] capable of recommending documents that users have actively decided to share. Therefore, this leaves us with the challenge of developing an application that is able to support mobile users accessing virtual meeting rooms hosted by the fixed infrastructure. In the following sections, we present an architecture supporting mobile intermediaries — implemented as mobile agents — which hide communication details between mobile devices and applications on the fixed infrastructure.

3 Architecture Overview

Our proposed architecture is composed of three major components, namely a mobile device, a Shadow and a Shadow Manager, which we describe with the
assumptions we make concerning their communication capabilities. We are also investigating the security aspect of the architecture, but we do not present it at this stage. A mobile device has the ability to connect to a network in its vicinity. It may use specific methods to communicate with network hosts, e.g. infra-red or Bluetooth. We assume that the device is allocated an address, which may change as the device connects to another network, and which can be used by networked entities to communicate with it. A Shadow Manager acts as a local daemon in a local network, first contact point of a mobile device with the local network. A Shadow Manager is responsible for starting or migrating Shadows on behalf of mobile devices.

A Shadow is a mobile agent, acting as an intermediary between a mobile device and infrastructure applications. Being able to migrate allows it to move "closer" to the mobile device, and to communicate with it using the address allocated by the local network. The Shadow’s functions include: (i) to create applications on behalf of the mobile device; (ii) to send messages to the applications on behalf of the mobile device; (iii) to store and forward messages for the mobile device; (iv) to migrate to a location closer to the mobile device, whenever the mobile device changes its location, network connectivity permitting.

Our architecture may be summarised as follows. When connected to a network, a mobile device makes contact with a Shadow manager, and requests it to migrate its Shadows to the manager’s location. If no user’s Shadow is active, the Shadow Manager creates a new Shadow for the mobile device. In the simplest case, there exists a single Shadow. If migration is successful, the Shadow interacts locally with the mobile device. The Shadow spawns new applications as requested by the device and forwards messages to and from them; in essence, the Shadow acts as a router of messages to the applications. Communications between Shadow and applications are robust to the migration of Shadows, based on a transparent routing algorithm [8,9]; on the other hand, communications between device and Shadow may fail as the device changes location. If the migration of all Shadows fails, a new Shadow is spawned locally, and the device keeps a log of all created Shadows. When several Shadows are requested to migrate to a specific destination, the first Shadow to reach the location is assigned to be the main Shadow; the others coordinate with it to offload information about applications they were routing messages to.

In the following section, we describe precisely the algorithm of each component. Our goal is to define an abstraction layer, which hides the details of communication and coordination between mobile devices, Shadows and applications. On top of this abstraction layer, we have constructed an application, which supports information sharing between mobile users in virtual meeting rooms in the mobile device, a programming API is provided to communicate transparently with fixed infrastructure applications, while applications are given the possibility to interact transparently with mobile devices; the abstraction layer takes care of all necessary routing and coordination. In addition, the coordination between multiple Shadows introduces a global property, which allows the mobile device
to interact only with a local main Shadow, while Shadows are allowed to interact directly with the mobile device only if it is connected locally.

4 The Algorithm

In this section, we describe the algorithm coordinating the interactions between mobile devices, Shadows, Shadow managers and applications. In Figure 1, we define a set of notations that we use in our algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAN_i</td>
<td>(Local Network i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{ij}</td>
<td>(Platform j on LAN_i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM_{ij}</td>
<td>(Shadow Manager j on LAN_i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>(List of active Shadows)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>(List of applications)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOM</td>
<td>(List of outgoing messages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM</td>
<td>(List of incoming messages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>send( beta, gamma, MSG )</td>
<td>(Send message MSG to entity identified by beta, gamma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receive( beta, gamma, MSG )</td>
<td>(Receive message MSG from entity identified by beta, gamma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[M] : L</td>
<td>(List composed of a head M and tail L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_1 : L_2</td>
<td>(Concatenation of two lists L_1, L_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L : [M]</td>
<td>(Message M added to the end of list L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enqueue(M, L) := L : [M]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1.** Notation

**Mobile Device** The behaviour of a mobile device is described in Figures 2 and 3. Each mobile device stores a main Shadow identifier and a list of Shadows (referred to by their identifier and address) that are active on the fixed network.

Every time a mobile device connects to the fixed network, it resets its main Shadow identifier; it discovers a local Shadow Manager, and sends it a request to migrate its active Shadows to the platform on which the Shadow Manager is operating. If the request fails to be sent, another local Shadow Manager is discovered and a similar request is sent. Otherwise, the mobile device starts to wait for messages. If no “ShadowInformation” message is received in an expected time range, a timeout occurs and a new request is sent to the Shadow Manager. A “ShadowInformation” message informs about the existence of a Shadow and its current address. When received, this information is updated in the list of active Shadows. If no main Shadow exists, the message’s sender is assigned to be the main Shadow by sending an “M5:Assignment” message.
Variables: $\ell_S, \ell_{OM}, \ell_{IM}, \beta_{MS}, \gamma_{MS} := 0$;

When MD connects to LAN, at address $a$:

- $Online := true$
- $\beta_{MS} := 1; \alpha_{MS} := 1; // resets identifier and address of main Shadow$
- D: discover $SM_{ij}$ with identifier $\beta_{SM_{ij}}$ and address $\alpha_{SM_{ij}}$
- MR: send($\beta_{SM_{ij}}, \alpha_{SM_{ij}}, \text{MigrateShadow}(L_S)$);
- if failed, then: discover other Shadow Manager, goto D;
- else:
  - if receive($\beta_{SM_{ij}}, \alpha_{SM_{ij}}, \text{SMAck}$), then:
    - * start timer($\text{ShadowInformation}(\beta_{MD}, \text{migrateCount}^{SM_{ij}}), d)$;

Repeatedly process the incoming messages:

- if receive($\beta_{east}, \alpha_{east}, \text{ShadowInformation}(\beta_{MD}, \text{migrateCount}^{east})$), then:
  - stop timer($\text{ShadowInformation}(\beta_{MD}, \text{migrateCount}^{east})$, d);
  - $LS[\beta_{east}] := \alpha_{east}$;
  - if $\beta_{MS} = 1$, then:
    - * $\beta_{MS} := \beta_{east}; \alpha_{MS} := \alpha_{east}; \gamma_{MS} := \gamma_{east} + 1$;
    - * enqueue(($\beta_{MS}, \alpha_{MS}, \text{MSAssignment}(L_S, \gamma_{MS}), \ell_{OM}$);
  - else enqueue(($\beta_{east}, \alpha_{east}, \text{MSInformation}(\beta_{MS}, \alpha_{MS}), LOM$);
- if receive($\beta_{MS}, \alpha_{MS}, \text{MessageFailed}(\beta_{app}, \text{Msg})$), then:
  - * enqueue(($\beta_{MS}, \alpha_{MS}, \text{MessageFailed}(\beta_{app}, \text{Msg})$, LOM);
- if receive($\beta_{MS}, \alpha_{MS}, \text{CreationFailed}(\beta_{app}, \text{Msg})$), then:
  - * enqueue(($\beta_{app}, \text{CreationFailed}(\beta_{app}, \text{Msg})$, LIM);
- if receive($\beta_{MS}, \alpha_{MS}, \text{Message}(\beta_{app}, \text{Msg})$), then: enqueue(($\beta_{app}, \text{Msg}$, LIM);
- if receive($\beta_{MS}, \alpha_{MS}, \text{ShadowTermination}(\beta_{east})$), then: $LS[\beta_{east}] := 1$;

In parallel:

- if timeout, then:
  - stop timer($\text{ShadowInformation}(\beta_{MD}, \text{migrateCount}^{east})$, d);
  - send($\beta_{SM_{ij}}, \alpha_{SM_{ij}}, \text{StartShadow}$);

Exported API:

- $\text{CreateApplication}(\beta_{app}, \alpha_{app})$:
  - enqueue(($\beta_{MS}, \alpha_{MS}, \text{CreateApplication}(\beta_{app}, \alpha_{app})$, LOM);
- $\text{SendToApp}(\beta_{app}, \text{Msg})$:
  - enqueue(($\beta_{MS}, \alpha_{MS}, \text{Message}(\beta_{app}, \text{Msg})$, LOM);
- $\text{GetMessageFromApp}$:
  - if $LIM = 1$, then: return $1$;
  - if $LIM = ([\beta_{app}, \text{Msg}] : LIM' = LIM'$, then: $LIM = LIM'$; return ($\beta_{app}, \text{Msg}$);

![Fig. 2. Mobile Device's Behaviour (i)](image)

and if a main Shadow already exists, the Shadow is sent a "MSInformation" message which notifies about the new main Shadow.
An API is provided for the application layer to create a new application, to send a message to an application, or to receive a message from an application on the infrastructure — applications are referred to by identifiers passed as argument to the API procedures. The first two procedures result in a message sent to the main Shadow. In return, the mobile device may receive a failure notification from the main Shadow indicating its failure to create the application or to send a message to the application. Incoming application messages are kept in a queue of messages, until the application layer reads them. Incoming messages are changing the internal state and queues of the mobile device. For instance, when a “ShadowTermination” message, which informs about a recently terminated Shadow, is received, the terminated Shadow’s detail is removed from the mobile device’s list of active Shadows.

Messages to be sent to Shadows are added to a queue of outgoing messages, while in parallel (cf. Figure 3), separate threads are responsible for processing the enqueued messages. Additionally, messages are validated before they are sent. For this purpose, we use a counter “\(\gamma_{MS}\)”, which identifies the number of times the mobile device has changed location; such a counter is also added as a “timestamp” to messages. A message can be outdated if the intended recipient no longer exists or has changed its status or address. An outdated message can still be valid if the intended recipient is still holding the same status but has changed its address. Such messages are updated with the new address, while invalid messages are discarded from the queue. For instance, an “MSInformation” or an “MSAssignment” message is no longer valid if a new main Shadow is being assigned. On failure of sending a message, the message is added back to the queue.

---

**Fig. 3. Mobile Device’s Behaviour (ii)**
$SM_{ij}$ running at address $\alpha_{ik}$:

- advertise its presence at address $\alpha_{ik}$;
- **Repeatedly process the incoming messages**
  - if receive($\beta^{MD}, \alpha^{MD}, \text{MigrateShadow}(LS)$), then:
    - send($\beta^{MD}, \alpha^{MD}, SM_{fk}$);
    - $C := 0$; // a counter
    - for each pair ($\beta^S$, $\alpha^S$) in LS:
      * send($\beta^S, \alpha^S, \text{MigrateRequest}(\beta^{MD}, \alpha^{MD}, \alpha_{ik})$);
      * if successful, then $C := C+1$;
    - if $C = 0$, then:
      * startShadow($\beta^{MD}, \alpha^{MD}$);
  - if receive($\beta^{MD}, \alpha^{MD}, \text{StartShadow}$), then:
    - startShadow($\beta^{MD}, \alpha^{MD}$);

**Subroutine: startShadow($\beta^{MD}, \alpha^{MD}$):**

- start a Shadow $S$; with new identifier $\beta^S$ at address $\alpha^S$;
- send($\beta^S, \alpha^S, MD\text{Information}(\beta^{MD}, \alpha^{MD})$); resend on failure;

---

**Fig. 4.** Shadow Manager's Behaviour

**Shadow Manager** In our architecture, Shadow Managers are stationary agents running on the fixed network and in order for the algorithm to work, we assume there is at least one Shadow Manager operating on each local network. When a Shadow Manager is started (cf. Figure 4), it advertises its presence through a service directory, such as Jini or LDAP, and then waits for messages. A Shadow Manager may receive a request from a mobile device to migrate Shadows; the Shadow Manager then sends a "MigrateRequest" message to each Shadow requesting them to migrate to the platform on which it is operating. If no Shadow was able to migrate or if it receives a "StartShadow" request, it starts a new Shadow, to which an "MDInformation" message that contains information on the requesting mobile device is sent. The message is repeatedly sent on failure until the Shadow eventually gets it.

**Shadow** Figure 5 describes the global behaviour of Shadows while Figure 6 and 7 are describing specific behaviour of a regular Shadow and a main Shadow. A Shadow is able to create applications on request from mobile device. Each application has an identifier and an address. A variable "LA" is used to keep a mapping of application identifier to application address, which is initially empty. A Shadow has a handleOver flag, which is set to false on its creation. This flag becomes true if the Shadow's function has been transferred to the main Shadow. Messages to be sent to the mobile device are queued in a list of outgoing messages to mobile device ($LOM^{MD}$), while messages to be sent to the main Shadow are queued in a list of outgoing messages to main Shadow ($LOM^{MS}$). Incoming messages from the mobile device for the applications are queued in a list of incoming messages ($LIM$), while a list ($LOM^{ik}$) queues acknowledgement messages to
other Shadows. In parallel, separate threads are responsible for processing the enqueued messages, which would add messages failed to be sent, back to their respective queues.

Variables: $\beta^S, \beta^M, \alpha^M, \alpha^D, \beta^D, LA, \text{handOver}, LOM^D, LOM^M, LIM, LOM^{Ack}, \text{migrateCount}, \text{handOverCount}, MS, LS$

Continuously in parallel:

- If $LOM^D = [M_{\text{Msg}}] : LOM^D'$, then:
  - Remove all $\text{ShadowInformation}(\beta^D, \text{migrateCount}')$ messages from $LOM^D$ where $\text{migrateCount}' \neq \text{migrateCount}$;
  - $LOM^D := LOM^D'$;
  - If $\beta^M = 1$, then $\text{send}(\beta^D, \alpha^D, M_{\text{Msg}})$;
  - Else, $\text{send}(\beta^M, \alpha^M, \text{SendMessageToMD}(M_{\text{Msg}}))$;
  - If failed, then $\text{enqueue}(M_{\text{Msg}}, LOM^D)$;
- If $LIM = [(\beta^A, M_{\text{Msg}})] : LIM'$, then:
  - $LIM := LIM'$;
  - $\text{send}(\beta^A, LA[\beta^A], M_{\text{Msg}})$; if failed, then $\text{enqueue}((\beta^A, M_{\text{Msg}}), LIM)$;
- If $LOM^{Ack} = [(\beta^S, \alpha^S, M_{\text{Msg}})] : LOM^{Ack'}$, then:
  - $LOM^{Ack} := LOM^{Ack'}$;
  - $\text{send}(\beta^S, \alpha^S, M_{\text{Msg}})$; if failed, then $\text{enqueue}((\beta^S, \alpha^S, M_{\text{Msg}}), LOM^{Ack})$;

Subroutine: $\text{migrate}(\alpha^{Prop})$:

- If $(\text{LAN}_c \neq \text{LAN}_i)$, then migrate to $\alpha^{Prop}$;
- $\text{migrateCount} += 1$;
- $\beta^M := 1; \alpha^M := 1; MS := false$;
- $\text{enqueue}(\text{ShadowInformation}(\beta^D, \text{migrateCount}), LOM^D)$;

Fig. 5. Global Behaviour of Shadows

A migrateCount is a variable, which keeps track of the number of migrations of a Shadow. This variable is important to validate messages during the process of sending out messages from the list of outgoing messages. For example, a "ShadowInformation" message, which is used to inform the mobile device about the Shadow's arrival on a platform is no longer valid if the Shadow has already migrated to a new platform. In this case, the migrateCount variable recorded in the "ShadowInformation" message would be less than the current migrateCount, thus showing that the message is outdated and invalid. Such messages are discarded from the list. In a Shadow, there is a hook for intelligent decision making about migration; such decision is not part of this algorithm, and may depend on the state of the application or prevailing network condition. The output of this decision making process is obtained by the "callback" canMigrate(), which returns true if the application layer decides to migrate.
A regular Shadow $S$ is recently started or migrated on platform $P_{ak}$ at address $a_{ik}$ on LAN$_i$;
handOver := false; handOverCount := length(LA); LS := 1; MS := false; $\beta^{MS} := 1; \alpha^{MS} := 1$

Repeatedly process the incoming messages:

- if receive($\beta^{MS}, \alpha^{MS}, MDInformation(\beta^{MD'}, \alpha^{MD'})$), then:
  - if $\beta^{MD} = 1$ and $\alpha^{MD} = 1$, then:
    * $\beta^{MD} := \beta^{MD'}; \alpha^{MD} := \alpha^{MD'}$
    * enqueue(ShadowInformation($\beta^{MD}, migrateCount, LOM^{MD}$);
  - if receive($\beta^{MD}, \alpha^{MD}, MSAssignment(LS, \gamma^{MS})$), then:
    * MS := true; LS := LS; $\gamma^{MS} := \gamma^{MS'}; \beta^{MS} := 1; \alpha^{MS} := 1$ // behave as in Figure 7
- if receive($\beta^{MD}, \alpha^{MD}, MSInformation(\beta^{MS'}, \alpha^{MS'}, \gamma^{MS'})$), then:
  - if $\gamma^{MS} > \gamma^{MS'}$, then:
    * $\beta^{MS} := \beta^{MS'}; \alpha^{MS} := \alpha^{MS'};
    * enqueue(TransferF($\beta^{MD}, LA, LOM^{MD}, LIM), LOM^{MS}$);
  - if receive($\beta^{MS}, \alpha^{MS}, MSInformation(\beta^{MS'}, \alpha^{MS'}, \gamma^{MS'})$), then:
    * if $\gamma^{MS} > \gamma^{MS'}$, then:
      * $\beta^{MS} := \beta^{MS'}; \alpha^{MS} := \alpha^{MS'};
      * $\gamma^{MS} := \gamma^{MS'}$
    - if receive($\beta^{MS}, \alpha^{MS}, MigrateRequest($\beta^{MD}, \alpha^{MD}, \alpha^{MP}$), then:
      * $\alpha^{MD} := \alpha^{MD'}$ if canMigrate(), then: migrate($\alpha^{MP}$);
      - if receive($\beta^{MS}, \alpha^{MS}, LocationInformation($\beta^{MD}, \alpha^{MD}, \alpha^{FM'}, \gamma^{MS'})$) and $\gamma^{MS'} > \gamma^{MS}$, then:
        * $\alpha^{MD} := \alpha^{MD'}; \beta^{MS} := \beta^{MS'}; \alpha^{MS} := \alpha^{MS'}$
        * if canMigrate(), then: migrate($\alpha^{FM'}$);
        * enqueue(TransferF($\beta^{MD}, LA, LOM^{MD}, LIM), LOM^{MS}$);
      - if receive($\beta^{MS}, \alpha^{MS}, TransferF_Ack), then: handOver := true;
      - if receive($\beta^{MS}, \alpha^{MS}, Termination_Ack), then: terminate();
- if receive($\beta^{MS}$, \gamma^{MS}))
  - SendMessageToNewMS($MSInformation($\beta^{MS'}, \alpha^{MS'}, \gamma^{MS'})$, Ms), then:
    * if $\gamma^{MS} > \gamma^{MS'}$, then:
      * $\beta^{MS} := \beta^{MS'}; \alpha^{MS} := \alpha^{MS'}$
    * enqueue(Ms, LOM^{MD});
  - if receive($\beta^{MS}, \alpha^{MS}, Ms$), then:
    * if $Ms = TransferF($\beta^{MD}, LA^{Ss}, LOM^{MD}Ss, LIM^{Ss})$ or $Ms = TerminationMessage()$;
      * enqueue($\beta^{Ss}, \alpha^{Ss}, MSInformation($\beta^{MS}, \alpha^{MS}, \gamma^{MS})$, LOM^{Amd});
    * if $Ms = SendMessageToMD(M)$, then: SendMessageToNewMS($MSInformation($\beta^{MS}, \alpha^{MS}, \gamma^{MS}, MS$), M), LOM^{Amd});
  - if receive($\beta^{App}, LA[$\beta^{App}$], Ms), then: enqueue(Ms, LOM^{MD});
  - if receive($\beta^{App}, LA[$\beta^{App}$], App_Ack), then: handOverCount := 0;

Continuously in parallel:

- if handOver, then: for each application mapping ($\beta^{App'}, \alpha^{App'}$) in LA:
  * enqueue($\beta^{App}, NewShadowInformation($\beta^{MS}, \alpha^{MS}$), LIM); handOverCount := 0, then: enqueue($TerminationMessage($\beta^{MD}$), LOM^{MS});
- if $LOM^{MS} = [Ms]$; LOM^{MS'};
  * $LOM^{MS} := LOM^{MS'}$
  * send($\beta^{MS}, \alpha^{MS}, Ms$); if failed, then: enqueue(Ms, LOM^{MS});

Fig. 6. Regular Shadow's Behaviour (MS=false)
A main Shadow S is running on platform Pk at address αk on LANi:
Repeatedly process the incoming messages:

- If receive(βSMMD, αMD, MigrateRequest(βMD, αMD, αF)), then:
  - αMD := αMD'; MS := false; // behave as in Figure 6
  - if canMigrate(), then: migrate(αF);
- If receive(βSSS, αMS, LocationInformation(βMD, αMD, αF, γMS'), and γMS' > γMS, then:
  - MS := false; αMD := αMD'; βMS := βSS; αMS := αSS; // behave as in Figure 6
  - if canMigrate(), then: migrate(αF);
  - else: enqueue(Transfer(βMD, LA, LOMMD, LIM, LOMMS);
- If receive(βSSS, αSS), Transfer(βMD, LA, LOMMD, LIM, LOMMS), then:
  - LA := LA'; LIM := LIM'; LOM := LOMMD;
  - enqueue((βSS, αSS, TransferF, Ack), LOM); enqueue((βSS, αSS, SendMessageToMD(Msg)), then:
  - if receive(βSSS, αSS, TerminationMessage(βMD), then:
    - enqueue(CheckoutMessage(βSS, LOMMD); enqueue((βSS, αSS, Termination_Ack), LOM); enqueue((βSS, αSS, Termination_Ack), LOM);
  - if LS = [(βSSS, αSS)]; LS and βSSS ≠ βSS, then:
    - send((βSSS, αSS, LocationInformation(βMD, αMD, αSS, γMS));

**Interface with Applications**

- If receive(βMD, αMD, CreateApplication(βApp, eApp)), then:
  - StartApplication(βApp, eApp); its address is αApp;
  - if success: then: LA[βApp] := αApp;
  - else: enqueue(CreationFailed(βApp, eApp), LOMMD);
- If receive(βMD, αMD, Message(βApp, Msg)), then:
  - If LA[βApp] ≠ 1, then: enqueue((βApp, Msg), LIM); enqueue((βApp, Message(Msg), LOMMD);
  - else: enqueue((βApp, Message(Msg), LOMMD); enqueue((βApp, Message(Msg), LOMMD);

**Fig. 7.** Main Shadow’s Behaviour (MS= true)

When started (cf. Figure 6), a Shadow waits for “MDInformation” message, which contains information about a mobile device. Then, the Shadow sends the mobile device a “ShadowInformation” message informing its existence at its current address. The Shadow waits for messages; if it receives an “MSAssignment” message, it sets its main Shadow (MS) flag to true as it is
being assigned by the mobile device to be the main Shadow. Instead of receiving an "MSAssignment" message, a Shadow may receive an "MSInformation" message, which signifies that another Shadow has been assigned to be the main Shadow. The Shadow sets its MS flag to false and updates its information about the main Shadow accordingly. A Shadow may receive a "MigrateRequest" message from a Shadow Manager, which requests the Shadow to migrate to the platform on which the Shadow Manager is operating. If canMigrate() returns true, the Shadow migrates to the new platform. On arrival at the new platform, the Shadow resets its MS flag to false and sends a "ShadowInformation" to the mobile device. Then it waits for messages. If a Shadow cannot migrate, it stays on the same platform and continues to wait for further messages.

A regular Shadow has to hand over its function to the main Shadow by sending its LA, LOMMD and LIM in a "TransferF" message. Then, the Shadow sets its handOver flag to true when it received a "TransferF_Ack" message, and sends messages to all applications it is interacting with that the main Shadow is the new intermediary to communicate with the mobile device. Every message sent to the applications requires an acknowledgement to ensure that the recipient has successfully received the message. Subsequently, the Shadow is ready for termination; before terminating itself, it sends a "TerminationMessage" to the main Shadow and waits for an acknowledgement.

"MSAssignment", "MSInformation" and "LocationInformation" are types of messages, which carry information about the main Shadow. Each of this messages contains main Shadow assignment counter "MSn. This is to avoid Shadows to use an outdated information about the main Shadow. For instance, if a Shadow received an "MSInformation" message with a counter that is less than the one contained in a previously received message, the message is considered as outdated and discarded. Sometimes, a regular Shadow may receive a message intended for a main Shadow, such as when a Shadow receiving a "TransferF" or a "TerminationMessage" message from another Shadow. In this case, an "MSInformation" message is returned informing about the current main Shadow. If a "SendMessageToMD" message is received, which requests it to send a message to the mobile device, a "SendMessageToNewMS" message containing an "MSInformation" and the message for the mobile device is replied to the sending Shadow.

A main Shadow sends a "LocationInformation" message to all Shadows of the mobile device. The message indicates current location of the mobile device. If a main Shadow received a "TransferF" message, the LA, LOMMD and LIM of another Shadow, contained in the message are extended to the Shadow's local lists. A main Shadow may also receive a "SendMessageToMD" request from a Shadow, which requires it to relay the included message in the request to the mobile device. A "TerminationMessage" received notifies about the termination of a Shadow. This information is relayed to the mobile device in a "ShadowTermination" message. For every message received from another Shadow, an acknowledgement is returned to the sender. As for messages coming from the mobile device, a main Shadow may receive requests to create an
application or send a message to an application on the fixed infrastructure. The details of a newly created application are added to LA. If the Shadow failed to create an application or to send a message, a failure notification is returned to the mobile device. The Shadow also relays messages from the applications to the mobile device.

**Summary** In our algorithm, we make sure that messages are not lost, in which case whenever communication failures occur, messages involved are put in queues. For instance, when a mobile device is disconnected from the network and no longer able to send messages to the main Shadow, these messages are added to the queue of outgoing messages. Once the mobile device reconnects to the network, messages from the queue are sent out. The same applies to the Shadows; once a Shadow failed to send a message to another Shadow or to the mobile device, the message is stored in a queue to be sent out again later. The algorithm also tries to terminate Shadows that no longer act as routers for applications and have handed over their functions to the main Shadow. Terminating such Shadows is important as it cleans garbage in the system. The outcome is that some Shadows may be temporarily disconnected from the main Shadow, and therefore may loose the route to deliver messages to the mobile device. Messages are not lost; they remain in the queue and will be forwarded when connectivity get re-established again. We are considering another approach where termination of Shadows is not as eager, in order to ensure some redundancy in the routing along the lines of [9]. Similarly, such an approach may be considered for handling host failures.

The coordination layer really benefits from Mobile Agent technology. First, mobile code can be transported to a remote platform and activated, in order to perform its tasks. Second, mobile agents also incorporate a state in addition to mobile code. Such a mobile state is needed to hold all information required to perform the coordination algorithm, which includes information on the applications the Shadow is interacting with, the mobile device location, the main Shadow information, handOver flag and queues of messages.

## 5 Application Implementation

We have developed our application using the Southampton Framework for Agent Research (SoFAR) [10], which supports weak mobility. The algorithm of the abstraction layer is implemented by three agents, namely a Mobile Device Agent, a Shadow Manager Agent and a Shadow Agent. Our application is currently applicable for high capability mobile machines such as laptops. We host a Mobile Device Agent on the mobile machine. The Shadow Agent is mobile, while Mobile Device Agent and Shadow Manager Agent are stationary. Although stationary on the hosting laptop, a Mobile Device Agent benefits from the physical mobility of its hosting environment. On top of the abstraction layer, we are prototyping the application mentioned earlier in Section 2. The Recommender system [11] is a stationary application located on the fixed infrastructure.
The application interactions are illustrated in Figure 8. A mobile user uses a browser on a laptop to access information. The browser sidebar interacts directly with a User Application, which is also an agent running on the laptop. User’s requests are sent by the browser sidebar to the User Application. If no User Agent is started on the fixed infrastructure, the User Application requests the abstraction layer to start a User Agent. Then, the User Application is ready to route user’s requests to the User Agent using the delivery mechanism we described in Section 4. For a request to get recommendations on related urls or to get other users’ bookmarks, a "SimilarLinks" query is constructed. An inform "Bookmarks" message is created if the User Application received a request to export a set of bookmarks to the infrastructure. These messages are then forwarded to the User Agent. For a "SimilarLinks" query, the User Application would get a set of urls to similar documents or a set of other users’ bookmarks in return. These urls or bookmarks are then forwarded to the browser sidebar to be displayed.

On the infrastructure, a User Agent queries a Registry Agent for a Recommender Interface Agent, with which it interacts in order to use services offered by the Recommender system. Every "SimilarLinks" query or "Bookmarks" inform message received from the mobile device is forwarded to the Recommender Interface Agent. Results of "SimilarLinks" queries are returned to the mobile device. Interactions between a User Application on the mobile device and a User Agent on the fixed infrastructure are supported by our abstraction layer.

At this stage, we have not completed a formal evaluation of our architecture, but we are collecting observations about it. Given the application, we informally compared the use of a laptop with our abstraction layer and without it. In both cases, the laptop can interact with applications on the fixed infrastructure. In the second case, when the laptop is disconnected, messages may be lost and resending of messages will has to be programmed at the application level. In the
first case, the use of a mobile agent and the transparent routing of messages to
them [8] solved the problem of delivering messages to the laptop, alternatively
in the second case, full IPv6 may be necessary to route messages to the laptop
mobile address. Finally, by addressing the problem of the reliable delivery and
of the routing of messages in an abstraction layer, we have designed a generic
solution reusable by other applications having to support mobile users.

6 Related Work

In [6], mobile agents are used to move between resources on the fixed infras-
tructure to take advantages of those resources in order to accomplish tasks for
a mobile user. An Agent Gateway, which is a stationary host, is acting as the
mediator between the wireless device and fixed infrastructure resources. This is
different from our approach as we adopt a mobile agent to be such a mediator.
Having a mobile mediator is more flexible as it can move closer to the current
location of the user, which allows local communication to be established.

The “Personal Agent System” [1] provides a mobile user with a personalised
information retrieval service. The Personal Agent is a mobile agent that resides
on the fixed infrastructure and communicates with agents residing on the mobile
device. The system is similar to ours in the sense that it involves migration of
the Personal Agent to other stationary servers so that it follows the mobile
user around in the wired network, while the user moves around in the wireless
network. In comparison, our abstraction layer provides more flexibility since we
allow multiple mobile agents to exist when the user’s current local network is
not connected with the user’s previous location.

The Mobile Agents Platform (MAP) architecture [2] involves data servers to
store results acquired by a mobile agent for a mobile user once the mobile user
is disconnected from the network. When reconnected, the user has to undergo
multiple communication steps to get the result, like having to query the lookup
table for data server address and then to query the data server for the result. Our
approach is much simpler since we provide a store and forward mechanism built
in the abstraction layer, which allows the results of user’s queries to be forwarded
to the mobile user once the mobile user is reconnected to the network.

In the M-Commerce Framework [7], a mobile agent called Service Agent is
moving around the wired network to gather information for a mobile user, while
another mobile agent called Courier Agent is migrating to the mobile device
to establish an interaction with the Service Agent on the fixed infrastructure.
Migrating the Courier Agent to the mobile device in order to interact with the
Service Agent puts more burden on the network connection than a migration
between two hosts on the fixed network, as it involves the ability to move the
agent state and code, which includes the serialisation and deserialisation of the
transferred data through the low bandwidth wireless communication channels.
In our abstraction layer, we adopt a simpler approach, where an application
residing on the mobile device is responsible for interacting with applications on
the fixed infrastructure.
In the Tacoma Architecture [4], a support specific to PDA application is provided using an entity called “hostel”, which is the host that a PDA normally uses to synchronise data with. The hostel is also assumed to act as the network provider or proxy for the PDA, i.e., the hostel is a networked workstation. In this architecture, mobile agents are used to gather information on the wired network assuming the presence of a host that they can inquire in case the PDA is not connected. This approach is suitable for a PDA user that has the hostel as the only connection point needed for the PDA. But in the case of a user who is always on the move and needs to connect to different hosts, a more flexible approach such as having a mobile agent acting as the “hostel” is more suitable.

7 Conclusion

A mobile agent able to migrate around the network trying to stay as close as possible to the mobile user, gives a major advantage by allowing local communication to be established with the mobile device. With this capability, the mobile agent is designed to be the main component in our abstraction layer, which allows transparent interactions between fixed infrastructure applications and applications on mobile devices.

This paper has presented an application, which supports information sharing between mobile users in virtual meeting rooms. The main challenge in developing the application is to construct an intermediary layer, which supports seamless communication between a traveling mobile user and virtual meeting rooms hosted by the fixed infrastructure. We have introduced an architecture and algorithm of the intermediate layer, based on a mobile agent called Shadow. This intermediary layer takes care of coordination of multiple Shadows, as well as the communication between a mobile device and its Shadows. It is defined as an abstraction layer, which hides the details of communication and coordination, allowing transparent interactions between fixed infrastructure applications and applications on a mobile device.

Having the intermediary layer has made the implementation of the application straightforward, in which the layer takes care of complex interactions with mobile devices. An agent-based Recommender system [11] is used in our application to provide an information sharing environment between User Agents, which are mobile-users’ representative in the virtual meeting room. The User Agents interact transparently with a mobile device through the intermediary layer. We believe such ability is important to allow more applications for mobile users to be easily developed.
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